[Estimation of localization of the accessory pathway in WPW syndrome with a standard 12 lead electrocardiogram. Development of new criteria for children].
In 128 children with WPW syndrome, localization estimation was based on the accessory pathway (ACP) localization criteria of the standard 12 lead electrocardiogram for adults proposed by Gallagher et al., Iwa et al., Lindsay et al., and Reddy et al. The rate of consistency of each set of criteria with body surface mapping (BSM) (based on the criteria of Kamakura et al.) was examined along with evaluation of reliability. Among the localization criteria, the most reliable set for children was that developed by Iwa et al. The addition of the precordial lead QRS transitional zone to the criteria established by Iwa et al. was proposed as a means of making the criteria were appropriate for children with WPW syndrome. The consistency rate of localization with this new criterion was added with the results of BSM reached 93% including interpolations. Thus this new localization criterion was considered effective for the estimation of ACP localization in children with WPW syndrome.